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W ith industry demand growing, the mathematical workforce is taking a lead role 

in innovation. This issue of AMSI’s Update takes a close-up look at the impact 

of mathematics and statistics across the innovation pipeline.

Released in early 2018, the ISA 2030 report provided a blueprint to protect future prosperity. 

With comment from Innovation Science Australia’s CEO, Dr Charlie Day, Victoria’s Lead Scientist, 

Dr Amanda Caples and Chief Scientist of Western Australia, Professor Peter Klinken, we explore the 

role of the mathematical sciences in realising the nation’s innovation potential. 

As the Australian Research Council prepares its review of research engagement and impact, 

guest author Professor Peter Taylor talks about the research process, key translation points and the 

role of maths in industry innovation.

Gender equity remains a key challenge across all STEM disciplines. In September, APR. Intern 

explored this issue at its inaugural Women in the STEM Workforce event. With access to strong 

industry and research networks and an in-depth understanding of how these intersect, the program 

is uniquely positioned to lead this discussion. As an example of how the program is empowering 

PhDs through industry linkages, read about APR.Intern PhD Kate Kim’s experience at Metamako.

Further along the pipeline, we celebrate with AMSI Choose Maths as they launch their 2018 

Careers Awareness campaign. As well as classroom resource packs featuring an all-new line-

up of ambassadors, the push has included national radio and billboard advertising. With 45 per 

cent of current jobs set to disappear and uncertainty about what the jobs of the future will look 

like, mathematics is a must for future generations. AMSI's new, one-stop-shop careers portal has 

everything you need to explore your options with maths. Visit amsi.careers.org.au

In a powerful example of cross-disciplinary impact we catch up on the role of mathematics in 

unravelling physics with Winter School 2018 public lecturer, Professor Julie Rowlett from Chalmers 

University of Technology. 

Finally, don’t miss our coverage on the latest in applied probability as Joshua Ross, Andrew 

Black, Giang Nguyen and Nigel Bean reflect on the recent Applied Probability at the Rock workshop.

Read on and enjoy!  □

WE ARE INCREASINGLY 
RELIANT ON 

MATHEMATICS AND 
DATA ANALYSIS, PEOPLE 

WITH ADVANCED 
QUANTITATIVE SKILLS 
ARE IN HIGH DEMAND

Professor Geoff Prince FAustMS
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MORE THAN NUMBERS
Careers Campaign Puts Real Life into Maths

A MSI Choose Maths is again inspiring Australians, particularly girls and 

women, to be more than a number. With demand only set to grow in the 

digital age of big data, the 2018 campaign places maths into real-life 

contexts to demonstrate the exciting places these skills can take you.

Rolling out from July, this year’s careers campaign introduces another 15 Australians 

making their mark with maths. Mainly women, the newest ambassadors apply maths in a 

range of exciting jobs from pilot, astrophysicist, football analyst and pharmacist to architect 

and engineer. 

Resource packs containing booklets and brochures including AMSI’s 2018/19 Maths Adds 

Careers Guide, as well as posters and postcards featuring this year’s careers ambassadors 

have been sent to approximately 2700 high schools and university maths departments. 

The distribution of the packs coincides with a national advertising campaign in July 

and August on billboards and buses as well as radio and digital advertising. It follows on 

from last year’s hugely successful transport advertising campaign, which featured careers 

ambassadors on trams and buses in Melbourne, Sydney and Perth. 

The campaign is part of a five-year push through Choose Maths to encourage Australia 

to embrace maths to secure the nation’s capability into the future. It’s estimated that 85 per 

cent of jobs that will exist in 2030 – just 12 years away! – haven’t been invented yet (The next 

era of human machine partnerships: Emerging technologies’ impact on society & work in 

2030, Dell Technologies, 2017) and with growing reliance on big data and technology across 

industry, it is likely maths will be a must have. Already, 75 per cent of the fastest growing 

employment areas require STEM skills. Maths is needed everywhere and at every level, from 

the sales assistant totalling your bill and the electrician installing your lighting system to your 

financial analyst and those driving cutting-edge research.

OUR SOCIETY IS INCREASINGLY RELIANT UPON 
MATHEMATICS AND DATA ANALYSIS, AND PEOPLE 

WITH ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE SKILLS ARE IN HIGH 
DEMAND...IT IS A MASSIVE OPPORTUNITY

“Rapid technology advancement is only going to drive demand for quantitative 

mathematical skills. A foundation in mathematics and statistics is critical to equip future 

generations with the agility and analytical skills to take advantage of emerging opportunities 

in a digital innovation,” says Janine McIntosh, AMSI Schools Program Manager and Choose 

Maths Project Director. 

Australian of the Year 2018, Professor Michelle Simmons believes the rewards will be 

great for those who jump on the maths wagon.

“Our society is increasingly reliant upon mathematics and data analysis, and people with 

advanced quantitative skills are in high demand...it is a massive opportunity,” she says.

One of the clear challenges is getting this message through to girls, with only 7 per cent of 

Australian Year 12 girls enrolled in advanced mathematics in 2016 compared to just over 13 

per cent of boys. □ 

 

AMSI and the BHP Billiton Foundation are empowering Australian students to pursue mathematics 

through their five-year national program Choose Maths. For more information visit choosemaths.org.au

CAREERS PACKS HAVE BEEN 
SENT TO APPROX. 2700 HIGH 

SCHOOLS AROUND AUSTRALIA
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M eet pilot Cassie Windsor, roboticist 

Marita Cheng and app developer 

Aish Kodali, just three of this year’s 

Choose Maths Careers Ambassadors.

CASSIE WINDSOR

As the Second Officer on an Airbus 

A330, maths is part of every day. From 

knowing the maximum speeds for lowering 

landing gear to calculating the amount of 

fuel required for the flight, I have to work 

with a lot of numbers.

My problem-solving spirit meant I naturally 

gravitated towards maths. There’s nothing 

like the moment when you finally ‘get it’ and 

a new concept clicks. Studying physics from 

Year 10 onwards gave me a huge head start 

when I was learning about aerodynamics to 

obtain my pilot licence.

STICKING WITH 
MATHS MADE ALL THE 

DIFFERENCE TO MY 
CAREER PATH

Moving to Queensland as a teenager gave 

me the chance to learn to fly with my flight 

instructor uncle at Gympie. When I had the 

chance to do a University subject in Year 12, 

my mum suggested Aviation and helped me 

research the industry. It was also that year that 

I applied for the Qantas Cadet Program, which 

lead to an intense but rewarding year of theory 

and flight tests.

Becoming a Captain on the Dash 8 Q400 for 

QantasLink was a proud achievement. I loved 

the challenge of leading a team, deciphering 

the best flight paths, negotiating weather and 

analysing data to make the journey as safe and 

efficient as possible. In 2016, I was given the 

opportunity to become an international pilot for 

Qantas and fulfil my biggest career goal.

It’s wonderful being able to truly say I love 

my job and all the opportunities and adventures 

it presents. Sticking with maths made all the 

difference to my career path.

It’s ok if you don’t know what you want to 

do yet! Start broad by investigating different 

careers and industries, making sure you give 

yourself lots of options. From there you’ll be 

able to navigate the best way forward! □ 

MARITA CHENG

R elax, robots aren’t going to take 

over the world. But they are 

helping humans every day in 

hospitals, schools, offices and museums 

around Australia.

Growing up my brother and I were very 

imaginative, we were always creative and loved 

exploring. Even as a child, it didn’t make sense 

to me that we have the internet and powerful 

technologies, but robots weren’t part of 

helping humans in their everyday lives.

Aubot’s first robot is a telepresence robot 

called Teleport which allows users to teleport 

to where they need to go, instantly. A student 

sick in hospital can go to school remotely, 

or an art lover can visit a museum on the 

other side of the world. It’s a video phone 

on wheels remotely controlled by the caller, 

with motors to drive it and a height adjustable 

body supporting a tablet and speaker system. 

The tablet displays the caller’s face and has 

mechanisms to avoid getting stuck, and even 

to drive it back to a charging dock.

Maths is crucial to making our robots safe 

and not toppling someone over. It helps us 

develop manufacturing specs so the robot can 

withstand bumps and damage, and keeps the 

communications working and reliable.

I started Robogals at university, because 

there were only four other girls studying my 

engineering course with me. It’s grown into an 

international organisation that has delivered 

robotics workshops to over 70,000 girls.

It took me a long time to figure out how to 

build robots so they would be robust, reliable 

and easy to manufacture. It was a challenge to 

develop Teleport, and it would have been easy 

to give up. But we’ve come so far and we’re 

launching four more robots this year. I guess 

once you hit a milestone, you realise you’re just 

at the beginning of an even bigger adventure. □ 

Marita Cheng is the founder of the 

international organisation Robogals, 

designed to encourage more women into 

engineering, and is also the CEO of Aubot

WE ARE CONTINUALLY 
CALCULATING IF THEY ARE 

SAFE AND STRONG ENOUGH 
FOR USE WITH EVERY 

MINOR CHANGE WE MAKE

Cassie Windsor works at Qantas and is a 

Second Officer on an Airbus 330. She has 

travelled to 28 countries and counting
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AISH KODALI

M y family always had a pretty 

strong focus on maths and 

science. But while everyone 

else headed into the sciences, my love 

was always maths.

Even as a child growing up in India, I’d 

challenge other children to beat me in maths 

if we disagreed in the school playground. And 

in Year 10, I’d surprise my class by yelling out 

the answer to a maths problem as soon as 

the teacher finished the question. What can I 

say? I was quick.

I moved to Australia to study my Masters 

Degree and through a lecturer discovered 

iOS app development. At home I didn’t have 

any of the right equipment or software so I’d 

spend nights in the library working on apps. 

Even now, my spare time is spent on my own 

app ideas (between hip-hop dancing and 

building IoT devices).

It’s so interesting that everyone thinks 

that tech is at the heart of app development 

but it’s the maths that guides the app logic. 

Without it you would struggle with the 

structure and the more complex coding. 

Getting to apply these skills every day at 

ANZ is exciting, and our current app project is 

radically changing the way customers interact 

with a bank!

In many companies I’ve worked, I’ve 

always been one of the only female app 

developers. I think that girls rock coding. 

Maybe because we’re more analytical than 

we think, and we always seem to be putting 

the user experience above all else.

I’m proud to be a female iOS developer 

and to be doing what I love. Passion creates 

persistence, so if there’s something you want 

to do, keep going. My future will likely be filled 

with artificial intelligence and astrophysics, 

and I can’t wait.  □ 

ANZ app developer Aish Kodali has a Master 

of Information Technology (professional 

computing) from Swinburne University. 

She has won multiple Govhack medals at 

Australia’s largest open data hackathon

Meet more of our careers ambassadors at our new 

careers site careers.amsi.org.au  

EVERYONE THINKS 
TECH IS AT THE 
HEART OF APP 

DEVELOPMENT, BUT 
IT’S THE MATHS 

THAT GUIDES THE 
APP LOGIC
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SHAPE YOUR FUTURE 
WITH MATHS AND STATS

A MSI’s new careers website brings 

together all of AMSI’s popular careers 

resources in one spot: careers.amsi.

org.au. The website, which launched in July in 

tandem with the Careers Awareness Campaign, 

combines the popular Maths Adds Careers 

Guide with profiles, videos and other resources, 

creating a one-stop shop for information on 

careers that use mathematics and statistics.

The site features more than 130 examples of ads 

from the last 3 years for jobs requiring mathematical 

skills and training, providing an up-to-date snapshot 

of potential career pathways for students. Further 

illustrating the range of career options available to 

mathematically capable students are almost 50 career 

profiles and videos spanning every sector and a 

broad range of industries. 

MATHS ADDS ILLUSTRATES 
THE DIVERSITY OF CAREER 
PATHWAYS USING MATHS AND 
STATS WITH ALMOST 50 REAL 
ADS AND A DOZEN PROFILES

Profiles and videos have been drawn from a 

number of past and current AMSI initiatives including 

AMSI Schools, Choose Maths, APR.Intern, and our 

Research and Higher Education programs, providing 

a comprehensive set of resources for use by 

students, parents and teachers. 

In addition to the website, the Maths Adds Careers 

Guide booklet has been distributed to approximately 

2700 high schools across Australia as part of the 

Choose Maths Careers Awareness Campaign packs. 

Now in its 21st year of publication, Maths Adds 

illustrates the diversity of career pathways using 

maths and stats with almost 50 real ads and a dozen 

profiles highlighting key employment sectors. 

“A quick glance through Maths Adds reveals 

how mathematical skills can prepare you for exciting 

opportunities across nearly every industry and 

knowledge sector,” Professor Michelle Simmons, 

2018 Australian of the Year and passionate maths 

advocate, said in her endorsement. 

“You don’t have to be a quantum physicist to 

benefit from the study of mathematics…[it] can take 

you in surprising directions.” □ 

careers.amsi.org.au replaces AMSI’s 

Maths Adds careers website
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VERY STRONG TWO-WAY LINKSVERY STRONG TWO-WAY LINKS

By Profe s sor Peter Taylor 

T his year the Australian Research Council (ARC) will ask 

Australian Universities to take part in an exercise to 

assess the engagement and impact of their research. The 

aim is to encourage universities to consider the economic and 

social benefits of academic research, and to ensure a return on 

investment for research funded by the Australian taxpayer. 

In response to this foreshadowed challenge, AMSI and the 

Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Mathematical 

and Statistical Frontiers (ACEMS) hosted a workshop on Measuring 

Research Engagement and Impact in the Mathematical Sciences. 

The ideas expressed below are a direct result of discussions that 

occurred at, and following, that discussion. 

Impact for the mathematical and statistical sciences can 

be thought of in two high-level senses. First, mathematics and 

statistics are foundational sciences, and pushing the boundaries of 

mathematical and statistical knowledge has a flow-on effect to all 

fields that use quantitative methods. Second, applied to problems in 

the real world, mathematical and statistical expertise and research 

outputs can help with the design of innovative technologies 

and platforms, optimise systems, model future events, and help 

understand relationships. Such outputs are all highly-valuable 

to business, government and applied research communities. 

End-users for research in the mathematical sciences are not only 

industry, government or the public, but very often researchers in 

cognate and applied fields.

WHAT IS IMPACT?
The ARC defines research impact as “the demonstrable 

contribution that research makes to the economy, society, 

culture, national security, public policy or services, health, the 

environment, or quality of life, beyond contributions to academia.” 

While acknowledging this definition, it is important to 

appreciate that the impact of mathematics and statistics is 

much broader and more far-reaching than arises just from 

direct collaborations. Mathematics and statistics are enabling 

disciplines that support other applied research. Research outputs 

from mathematics and statistics continually feed into innovative 

methodologies used by applied researchers, which then flow 

onto the final end user. For example, prior, fundamental research 

in Hidden Markov Models played a crucial role in enabling the 

mapping of the human genome.

PATHWAYS TO IMPACT
Measuring the Benefits of Mathematical Research

STRONG TWO-WAY LINKS

THEORETICAL 
MATHEMATICAL 

SCIENTISTS

APPLIED AND COMPUTATIONAL 
MATHEMATICIANS AND 

STATISTICIANS

LESS STRONG TWO-WAY LINKS

M O D E L  O F  T H E  R E S E A R C H  P R O C E S S

INNOVATION  
IN METHODS

INNOVATION IN 
THEORETICAL 
AND BLUE SKY 

RESEARCH
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VERY STRONG TWO-WAY LINKS

WHERE DOES IMPACT OCCUR?
It is constructive to look at impact in the context of a research 

pathway (see diagram below), where all but the last position of the 

pathway represents a specific research community. Each community 

accesses the output of the preceding community and influences its 

research agenda by posing questions of importance; in this way, the 

communication is very much bidirectional. All research communities 

engage with industry, government and other end users to different 

degrees. As a generalisation, the volume of that engagement with 

end-users increases along the pathway. 

IT IS FUNDAMENTAL TO BUILD LINKS 
WITH THE VARIOUS DISCIPLINES WITHIN 
THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

Within this framework, the theoretical research community outputs 

new fundamental mathematical and statistical results. The applied 

mathematics and statistics research communities translate these 

fundamental results into methodologies for applied problems. Applied 

researchers in other fields then apply these proven methodologies to 

gain insights about systems, relationships and other events of interest 

in these fields.

The diagram below is of course a simplification. Individual 

researchers might simultaneously be part of multiple research 

communities, and thus the environment is more akin to a network. In 

this network, researchers move between communities, and at times 

work on theoretical, methodological or applied problems. This serves 

to enhance communication in both directions between communities. 

There are three main points where translation occurs within the 

system. They are:

1.  Translation within the mathematical sciences

2. Translation to other disciplines in science, engineering, social 

science, economics, medical science and other ‘client’ 

disciplines 

3.   Translation to end-users in business, industry and government

It is thus fundamental to build bridges within the various disciplines 

within the mathematical sciences, to encourage collaboration across 

the whole spectrum from theory to methods and computing, and to 

applied practice. Mathematics and statistics are foundational supports 

for many other fields, and translation of outputs to researchers in 

these fields will not only grow capability and innovation in this wider 

community, but also reach the very wide range of end-users who 

engage with these fields. Finally, there is the impact of mathematical 

science researchers who engage directly with business, industry and 

government to develop new methods and insights directly influenced 

and fuelled by ‘real-world’ challenges. □ 

Professor Peter Taylor is an Australian Research Council Laureate 

Fellow in the University of Melbourne’s School of Mathematics 

and Statistics, and the Director of the Australian Research Council 

Centre of Excellence for Mathematical and Statistical Frontiers

OTHER APPLIED 
RESEARCH COMMUNITIES

*Applications of methods

ECONOMISTS*

MEDICAL RESEARCHERS*

SOCIAL SCIENTISTS*

ENGINEERS*

NATURAL SCIENTISTS* CONSULTING 
PROBLEMS:

NEW PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT AND 

COMMERCIALISATION; 
GENERAL PUBLIC 

AWARENESS;
EDUCATION

DECISION MAKERS: INDUSTRY, 
GOVERNMENT AND THE PUBLIC
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If Australia is to thrive as an innovation economy, 

then these opportunities need to be made clear 

to the emerging workforce. Careers awareness 

and exposure to industry in the classroom is 

critical to deepen student engagement and foster 

understanding of the pathways opened by STEM 

proficiency. This is important not only for the students but 

for the teachers, careers advisors and parents guiding them 

through critical decision making. The foundations laid in the 

classroom are essential building blocks for future success 

and in assuming this knowledge, universities are failing in 

their duty of care to incoming students.

CAREERS AWARENESS AND 
EXPOSURE TO INDUSTRY IN THE 
CLASSROOM IS CRITICAL TO DEEPEN 
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AND FOSTER 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE PATHWAYS 
OPENED BY STEM PROFICIENCY

If we do not have skill supply, industry will seek to fill 

these gaps through overseas markets. Specialist skills, 

however, are not enough. It is critical we produce a 

STEM workforce with the soft skills and understanding 

to apply this knowledge in practical commercial settings. 

The need to expand preparation of postgraduate students 

is also addressed in ISA, including recommendations for 

national scale internship program. AMSI is headlining this 

effort through its APR.Intern program, which aims to build 

an industry-ready research workforce. As well as opening 

essential doors for university-industry engagement, this 

program is tackling the critical issue of gender equity.

The Office of the Chief Scientist’s STEM Workforce 

Report reveals only 16 per cent of the STEM workforce is 

female. If we do not act to increase engagement of women, 

Australia will struggle to supply the skills needed to support 

STEM innovation. In collaboration with the BHP Billiton 

Foundation, AMSI’s Choose Maths project is working 

to turn around community attitudes to participation in 

mathematics, especially for girls and young women.

Read on to hear more about this report and the 

challenges ahead for STEM innovation from ISA 

CEO, Dr Charlie Day, Victoria’s Lead Scientist, Dr 

Amanda Caples and WA Chief Scientist, Professor 

Peter Klinken AC

BLUEPRINT FOR PROSPERITY
Mathematics Centre Stage in Innovation Recommendations

By Profe s sor Geof f Prince

E arlier this year, Innovation and Science 

Australia (ISA) released its blueprint for 

reform to Australia’s innovation system, 

Australia 2030: Prosperity through Innovation. 

Whole of system investment in future science, 

technology, engineering and mathematical (STEM) 

capability is front and centre in this report, 

essential to build a workforce with the capabilities 

to navigate the challenges and opportunities of our 

data-driven, increasingly digital world.

AMSI is pleased to see mathematics and statistics 

is set to play a key role with the inclusion of key 

recommendations to tackle the deepening systemic 

issues across the pipeline. These echo AMSI’s core 

mission and objectives at all stages of the pipeline from 

classroom to higher education and research to industry.

While industry may seem a long distance from 

our classrooms, the endemic issues facing the 

mathematical pipeline are entwined. Without investment 

in the classroom we cannot nurture the skills needed 

most at the frontline of our growth industries. When 

38 per cent of Year 7-10 maths classes are without 

a mathematically trained teacher, it is perhaps 

unsurprising that students become disengaged. In 

2016, only 7 per cent of Year 12 girls and 13 per cent of 

Year 12 boys studied advanced maths.

IT IS CRITICAL WE PRODUCE A STEM 
WORKFORCE WITH THE SOFT SKILLS 
AND UNDERSTANDING TO APPLY 
THIS KNOWLEDGE IN PRACTICAL 
COMMERCIAL SETTINGS

Reflective of AMSI’s policy, it is critical we implement 

measures outlined in ISA 2030 to reverse these endemic 

issues, including teacher professional development, 

implementation of discipline leaders and reinstatement 

of university mathematics prerequisites. Without such 

action we will continue to send a worrying and damaging 

signal to our community about the value and impact 

of mathematics and statistics. In reality these skills are 

enablers that open real and powerful opportunities and 

underpin our understanding of the physical world. IL
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MATHS IS KEY TO THE 
FUTURE OF AUSTRALIAN 
INNOVATION

By Dr Charl ie Day

Mathematics is vital to our nation’s future, 

but not simply for its own sake. As a 

discipline it develops the critical skills 

that every Australian needs in order to improve 

their lives and the lives of those around them – 

which is the essence of innovation. Mathematics 

is the foundation upon which all sciences and 

all areas of engineering depend; it enables 

technological innovation in our world. Quite 

simply, it is the language in which our future 

stories are increasingly being written.

In Innovation and Science Australia’s (ISA) recently 

released report to Government entitled Australia 2030: 

Prosperity through Innovation, we strongly recommend 

that Australia must have a world-leading education system 

that equips all Australians with the skills and knowledge 

relevant to 2030. We believe mathematics should be a key 

component of that.

We chose to highlight education as the first of our 

Plan’s five key policy imperatives because providing a 

world-class education system is fundamental to Australia 

becoming a leading innovation country by 2030. 

WHEN IT COMES TO INNOVATION, IT 
IS EDUCATION THAT SETS THE SPEED 
LIMIT FOR OUR ECONOMY

The challenge is that the performance of Australian 

school systems has declined in the last decade, both 

relative to other countries and in absolute terms. One of the 

global trends we see in the most successfully innovative 

nations is that they are performing strongly in maths and 

science in their primary and secondary school systems. 

Standardised tests show that we lag behind the 

best education systems in the world (despite significant 

increases in school funding), with the average 15 year-old 

Australian roughly one or two years behind the average 

15 year-old in Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore in 

mathematics, and 6-12 months behind in science and 

reading. This must be reversed. 

ISA’s recommendations therefore focus on changes 

we see as necessary in secondary school curricula, 

quality of teaching, and student performance. We focus 

on increasing teacher quality and training, noting that the 

Australian Council for Educational Research estimates 

that around 38 per cent of mathematics teachers are 

teaching out-of-field. To give you a sense of how much 

of a handicap this is, countries with leading education 

systems such as Finland, Singapore and China require 

secondary teachers (in STEM subjects) to be fully 

qualified in their discipline and to teach in that field and 

no others. 

Given that we believe digital literacy will be just as 

important in future work as basic literacy and numeracy, 

we support increased emphasis on STEM subjects with an 

expanding role for the STEM Partnerships Forum, bringing 

industry and education leaders together to lift student 

understanding and awareness of the relevance of STEM 

skills to a wide range of careers. It’s not about making 

everyone a mathematician, it’s about challenging everyone 

to step up to a higher level and raise the level of maths 

literacy across the entire education system. 

We all need to be bold and ambitious in our support of 

innovation as a way of life in Australia, and we thank AMSI 

for the leadership role they have taken in advocating for 

the vital role of maths. AMSI’s assistance to ISA during 

the development of the 2030 Plan was invaluable, and 

we look forward to further collaboration as we share the 

continuing journey to help Australia realise its full potential 

as an innovation nation. Our children and grandchildren 

are counting on us. □ 

Dr Charlie Day is CEO of Innovation and Science Australia. 

The Australia 2030: Prosperity through Innovation 

report can be found at industry.gov.au/ISA

IT’S NOT ABOUT MAKING EVERYONE 
A MATHEMATICIAN, IT’S ABOUT 
CHALLENGING EVERYONE TO STEP UP 
TO A HIGHER LEVEL AND RAISE THE 
LEVEL OF MATHS LITERACY ACROSS 
THE ENTIRE EDUCATION SYSTEM
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MATHS IS FUELLING THE SEARCH FOR OUR 
FUTURE ENERGY SOURCES

By Dr Amanda Caple s

M athematical sciences are front and centre in solving real life issues. The 

application of mathematical approaches to answer questions about Victoria’s 

natural resources is one way the Victorian Government is using maths to 

advance science and knowledge. This work is led by the Geological Survey of Victoria, 

established in 1852 to discover the State’s mineral and petroleum resources.

A current focus of Geological Survey of Victoria is using a science-led approach to the hot 

topic of Victoria’s energy future in the Victorian Gas Program. 

The Victorian Gas Program is an important initiative to produce the best picture yet of 

Victoria’s offshore and onshore conventional gas resources. Mathematics is giving us a 

better understanding of the gas resources and the risks, benefits and impacts of exploration 

and development. 

Natural gas is found deep under the land surface in sedimentary rocks – porous sandstones 

in the case of conventional gas. The challenge is how can we locate that resource and 

understand the nature of the deposit? The answer is through a variety of survey techniques 

analogous to ultrasound technology, historical data from boreholes and wells, rock 

characterisation studies (to understand the porosity and permeability of the sandstone layers) 

and using mathematics to produce a three-dimensional (3D) model of a geological basin. 

3-D modelling essentially creates a mathematical representation of 

geophysical data measurements which enables scientists to visualise complex, 

subsurface structures. The models also are an important communication tool, 

which allows the translation of complex science into an accessible story to 

share with the broader community. It allows people to see and feel what is 

below them.

The immediate priority of the Victorian Gas Program is to produce a 3D 

model of the Otway Geological Basin in South West Victoria. The Geological 

Survey of Victoria is compiling all available data sets through a detailed 

basin audit. This data is undergoing a quality control process so that we 

understand any limitations of the model that is ultimately produced. 

For 165 years the Geological Survey of Victoria has been using data to 

guide the development of resources. Globally, these approaches will continue 

to find the resources of tomorrow. One of the new, over-the-horizon 

approaches to energy security and a low carbon economy is the concept 

of a ‘Hydrogen City’ identified in the ISA 2030 Report. This is a bold 

initiative in which the mathematical sciences will play a pivotal role in system 

design and modelling of supply, demand and use efficiency.

The Victorian Government recognises the value of innovation 

and has a longstanding commitment through successive initiatives 

over the past 20 years. The common thread to these efforts is about 

ensuring that innovation is practical and can be implemented to make a real 

difference. The 3-D geological modelling is an example of how the government is using 

the latest technologies to create an evidence-base. It also provides the perfect platform to 

engage and share information with the community. 

The development, use and management of energy resources can be challenging and 

contentious. The focus of the Victorian Gas Program is on science and the crux of this challenge is 

based on using maths to understand the geological data.  □ 

Dr Amanda Caples is Victoria’s Lead Scientist 

MATHEMATICS IS GIVING US A 
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF 

THE GAS RESOURCES AND THE 
RISKS, BENEFITS AND IMPACTS OF 
EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT
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THE IMPORTANCE OF STEM 
EDUCATION

By Profe s sor Peter Klinken AC

W e live in a world that is dominated by science, 

technology, engineering and mathematics. STEM. 

Every part of our lives is affected by STEM. As 

the world undergoes the 3rd and 4th industrial revolutions 

simultaneously, the pace of change is unrelenting. Importantly, 

the need for STEM skills is increasing, and it has been predicted 

that 75 per cent of the fastest growing jobs require STEM skills. 

We must have a clear narrative about the importance of STEM, 

and not just take it for granted.

How do we ensure that our students are best positioned for this 

new world? Teachers are unquestionably at the heart of learning. We 

all remember a teacher or, if fortunate, a number of teachers who 

influenced our lives. Clearly we need more dedicated, specialist teachers 

in STEM disciplines. Teaching is an amazingly important and worthy 

occupation. We are entrusting our teachers to train the next generations. 

Teachers are, however, often restricted by constrained curricula 

and assessment tools. In my view, it is time to re-evaluate our curricula 

and the way we assess students. I am concerned that we burden 

students with rote learning and regurgitating large amounts of facts, 

creating an impression that everything is already known. My worry is 

that “curriculum content can crush curiosity and creativity”. While it is 

important to have the fundamental underpinning of well-established 

concepts, we must also ensure that our curricula keep up with modern 

developments. What students learn in the classroom must be seen as 

relevant to the current world, and not viewed as esoteric relics from a 

bygone era. 

Our assessment systems, particularly exams, reward the ability 

to memorise facts that can now be easily found by pressing a few 

keys on a smart phone. In my view, we should highlight what I call the 

core competencies in STEM. These include curiosity and questioning, 

identifying a problem or an opportunity, creative and critical thinking, 

problem solving, evaluation, collaboration and teamwork, and 

communication. Recently, these been referred to as 21st century skills 

or higher order skills. To me, these are core life skills, embedded in a 

rigorous framework for evaluation. If present in curricula, these core 

competencies are often buried and not examined. 

IT IS CRUCIAL TO SHOW THAT STEM IS 
ALSO ABOUT A JOURNEY OF EXPLORATION, 
MAKING DISCOVERIES THAT CONTINUE TO 
TRANSFORM OUR WORLD

In some quarters, creative thinking is seen as the domain of the arts, 

and not something conducted in science and mathematics. This is due, 

in part, to mathematicians and scientists not explaining the sheer joy of 

exploring amazing new worlds, and making exciting new discoveries. 

Let’s make learning fun!

I worry about the students who chose not to do STEM subjects in 

their final years of school. How can we allow sections of our community 

to fall behind in a period of rapid change and uncertainty? In Western 

Australia, there is a strong correlation between socio-economic status 

and uptake of STEM subjects. Disadvantaged groups are less likely to 

take up STEM subjects and are, therefore, at risk of falling even further 

behind. How can we insist students must do English in their final years, 

and not STEM subjects that are equally vital for this brave new world? 

I am in favour of compulsory mathematics and science in Years 11 and 

12 because a thoughtful and compassionate society would not allow 

sections of the community to fall behind. I have not heard a viable 

alternative solution to ensure ALL parts of our community are taught 

the core competencies that STEM provides. An informed community 

that appreciates STEM is also less likely to be fearful of change. 

THERE ARE SECTIONS OF THE WORKFORCE 
CONCERNED WITH JOB LOSSES FROM 
ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY AND 
AUTOMATION. WE MUST ENSURE THAT 
THOSE WHOSE JOBS ARE AT RISK 
ARE PROVIDED THE STEM SKILLS TO 
PARTICIPATE IN 21ST CENTURY ECONOMY 

What a great opportunity for universities and the VET sector to be 

proactive and provide relevant new STEM courses! Every industrial 

revolution has had workers displaced, but new jobs are also created in 

the process. Those displaced need to have the skills that enable them 

to be active participants, and not become angry bystanders who feel 

the world has passed them by. We want a society of social inclusion 

and support, not dislocation.

All aspects of an education system that has served us well need 

to adapt to this rapidly changing world – the 3rd and 4th industrial 

revolutions are not waiting for anyone. We cannot just sit around and 

cogitate. The time to act is now. Let’s recognise the critical importance 

of STEM or struggle as the tsunami of change engulfs us. □ 

Professor Peter Klinken AC is the Chief Scientist of Western Australia
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By Laura Watson

I t only takes a quick glance through Rachel Ignotofsky’s book, 

Women in Science: 50 Fearless Pioneers Who Changed the 

World, to see the extraordinary impact women have had on 

science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). 

Beyond the pages of history books, these trail blazers continue 

to inspire new generations of women. This includes those 

opening doors to their own futures through APR.Intern.     

While the world has progressed since Marie Curie was making 

waves, women entering STEM today face many of the same barriers as 

Ignotofsky’s heroes. This is a sentiment supported by Australian research 

pioneer, Alison Harcourt. Addressing a recent AMSI Optimise panel, she 

observed that many of the barriers are the same as sixty years ago. 

While educators are encouraging girls into science and maths, gender 

bias remains evident in the workplace including funding structures, 

cultural attitudes and lack of flexibility. It is little wonder that women 

account for only 16 per cent of Australia’s STEM workforce. This 

comes at a significant cost to the 

economy with supply falling short 

of the business demand for these 

skills. With only 43 per cent of STEM 

PhDs entering into industry, gaining 

access to tap into these repositories 

of specialist skills is a challenge for 

commercial innovators. 

It is not just access that is putting 

the brakes on industry research, with 

business concerned about gaps in 

experience and soft skills. PhDs might 

have specialised expertise but they are 

viewed as not having the necessary 

understanding of business and communication skills to drive research in 

these environments.

So how do we solve this challenge and break down the fence that 

despite Robert Frost’s insistence, is not making good neighbours of 

Australia’s academic research and industry leaders?

CREATING INNOVATION PATHWAYS FOR FEMALE PhDS AND 

WOMEN IN STEM

AMSI’s national internship program, APR.Intern is helping bring 

university research and industry closer together. 

The program is accelerating engagement of women in STEM by 

opening opportunities to place female PhDs at the innovation frontline. 

Building confidence and soft skills, these placements are exposing 

WE CAN BE HEROES
Why APR.Intern is Prioritising STEM Gender Equity

GENDER EQUITY IS 
ESSENTIAL TO SECURE 

FUTURE SKILL SUPPLY AND 
SUPPORT THE REALISATION 

OF AUSTRALIA’S 
INNOVATION ASPIRATIONS

our brightest researchers to commercial research challenges and 

opportunities. Fully supported by an APR.Intern Business Development 

Officer, these placements are a low-cost, low-risk opportunity for 

industry. Over the course of three to five months, the project provides 

a compelling taste of the benefits of accessing specialised research 

capability. Importantly for universities, with each student supported 

by an academic mentor, the program is also opening valuable doors 

for research-industry collaboration. This also builds valuable industry 

networks to attract new talent and increase access to funding.

IT’S THE CONVERSATION WE HAVE TO HAVE

Gender equity is essential to secure future skill supply and support the 

realisation of Australia’s innovation aspirations. Without the engagement 

and leadership of women, it will not be possible for STEM industry 

to advance technology, navigate an increasingly digital, data-driven 

economy and optimise in the face of opportunity. 

Beyond the internships, APR.Intern is also leading a national 

conversation on STEM gender equity. 

This was the focus of the program’s live 

streamed Women in the STEM Workforce 

event in September, with keynotes from 

CSL Data Science Head, Dr Milica Ng, 

President of Chief Executive Women, 

Kathryn Fagg and Telstra Diversity and 

Inclusion Head, Kylie Fuller, as well 

as Q&A panel discussions. Putting 

women front and centre in the STEM 

conversation, this event highlighted 

critical barriers to gender equity in STEM 

and explore how these can be addressed. 

Through awareness campaigns, media 

and social media, AMSI is nurturing debate and empowering women 

through APR.Intern. Like Ignotofsky, the program is providing a platform 

to tell women’s stories, with national academic and industry champions 

filling the need for role models. 

Perhaps along the way, we will produce at least some of the next fifty 

fearless pioneers.

Read on to discover how APR.Intern helped global technology 

leader, Metamako transform network management with 

machine learning

To contact the APR.Intern team, email contact@aprintern.org.au or call  

(03) 8344-1785. APRintern.org.au 
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B A R R I E R S  F O R  W O M E N  I N  S T E M

F L E X I B I L I T Y ,  S U P P O R T  &  C H I L D C A R E

Maintaining funding streams & remaining competitive 
for leadership roles

G E N D E R  B I A S

STEM perceived as male-dominated field

C O N F I D E N C E  –  S E L F  P E R C E P T I O N

Over 46%* of females revealed doubts about ability 
to study or work in STEM

L A C K  O F  S U P P O R T  &  R O L E  M O D E L S

Visible female role models help women see 
themselves in these roles

P A T H W A Y S  K N O W L E D G E  &  E M P L O Y A B I L I T Y

PhDs lack understanding of opportunities & soft-skills

F O C U S  O N  W O M E N  I N  S T E M  P h D  I N T E R N S H I P S

Place STEM women at the frontline of industry

L E A D  N A T I O N A L  C O N V E R S A T I O N

Strengthen participation of women in STEM

F L E X I B L E  W O R K I N G

Support for varied work arrangements & child care

M E N T O R I N G 

Guidance & support through academic mentor and APR.Intern

*Tabcorp’s Advancing the STEM Conversation Survey June 2017

A P R . I N T E R N  I M P A C T I N G  G E N D E R  E Q U I T Y 
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METAMAKO PhD INTERN KATE KIM

GLOBAL TECH LEADER TACKLES COMPLEX 
COMPUTER NETWORKS

C omputer networks have become increasingly 

complex and critical to businesses. As a result, 

Metamako – an industry leader in the network 

technology space – sought to help firms simplify network 

management by exploring the use of machine learning in an 

innovative new product.

To develop the product’s framework, Metamako partnered with 

APR.Intern to add new talent to the team and tailor a high-impact 

research project using the specialist coding skills of RMIT PhD 

student, Kate Kim.

“We were looking for an intern with skills in software development 

and machine learning to be the lead developer on a new prototype,” 

said Metamako Co-Founder, Scott Newham.

Following Kim’s review of machine learning techniques and in-

depth experimentation, Metamako was able to draw a clear direction 

for the new product’s future.

“The result was a framework we are using internally today, with a 

view of developing it even further. We envision it will provide a useful 

solution for those companies looking to make complex network 

management more efficient and significantly easier by leveraging 

cutting-edge new technology," continued Newham.

For Kate, the internship was the perfect opportunity to apply her 

machine learning studies to real-world problems, build skills for the 

future and work in a fast-moving scale-up environment.

I BELIEVE THAT WITHOUT 
TACKLING ‘REAL’ INDUSTRY 
OBSTACLES, IT’S DIFFICULT TO 
IMPROVE EXISTING SKILLS

"My experience with Metamako was one of the most defining 

achievements during my PhD candidature," said Kim. "The project 

provided me with an invaluable opportunity to improve my coding 

skills by working under, and being mentored by, an experienced 

programmer. I believe that without tackling 'real' industry obstacles, 

it's difficult to improve existing skills."

According to Newham, Metamako plan to further develop Kate 

Kim's project into a product set to transform software-defined 

networking. “Kate’s research provided us with significant input in 

creating a new solution that will ultimately transform networks,” 

Newham concluded. □ 

Metamako & APR.Intern have been working closely together to 

provide PhD students the opportunity to apply their skills in fast-

moving, real-life environments. Metamako is committed to giving 

graduate talent the opportunity to apply their skills in the corporate 

world and make a real impact on modern-day technologyP
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UNRAVELLING PHYSICS
The Challenge of Elusive Mathematics

M athematics is a powerful tool in our quest for 

deeper understanding of the world and its physical 

processes. AMSI Winter School lecturer Associate 

Professor Julie Rowlett talks to Laura Watson about geometry 

and analysis and unravelling the secrets of physics.

HOW DID YOU ORIGINALLY GET INTO MATHEMATICS? 

I think that I always had an affinity for maths but did not realise this 

until university. My mathematics professors are probably the main 

reason I decided to study maths and to become a mathematician. 

Initially, I enrolled for the “accelerated (honors) calculus” course 

with the idea that I would meet the mathematics requirements more 

quickly and then take other (non-maths) courses. However, after 

the first year taught by the brilliant and inspiring Professor Gerald 

Folland, I decided to continue to the second year of maths courses. 

I was then encouraged by Professor Jim Morrow to apply for the 

“research experience for undergraduates” program. This program 

and the experience with mathematics research really got me hooked. 

I continued to have inspiring, brilliant, and supportive professors, of 

particular mention are Professors Tatiana Toro and Steffen Rohde. 

So, really, I have my mathematics professors at the University of 

Washington largely to thank for helping me discover a passion for 

mathematics and following that passion to become a mathematician. 

CAN YOU TELL ME A LITTLE ABOUT YOUR 

RESEARCH AND ITS APPLICATIONS?

My research is theoretical mathematics, so the main goal is to 

increase knowledge and understanding. My work is at the interface 

of geometry and analysis; the analysis comes primarily from physics. 

For example, many people know the equation which says that force 

is equal to mass times acceleration. This is a mathematical equation! 

We use analysis to understand the mathematical equations of 

physics. I like to say that physics is just maths with other words. 

Now, let’s think a little more about this particular equation, for 

example the force of an accelerating car. The geometry surrounding 

the accelerating car affects the physics. For example, if we try to 

accelerate on ice, the car might just spin out, and not move forwards. 

So, if we really want to understand the physics, we need to think 

about both the mathematical analysis of the physical equation 

together with where this is happening. The “where” (on ice, on a 

dirt or gravel road, on a paved road, etc.) is the geometry. I have an 

insatiable curiosity to understand this interface where geometry and 

analysis interact.

So, in my work, I am trying to understand the mathematical 

formulations of various concepts from physics. At the same time, I 

am interested in how geometry interacts with physics. For example, I 

have a square pan and a circular pan. Do these different shapes have 

any effect on my cooking with each of these pans? There is a certain 

mathematical equation, known as the heat equation, which describes 

the physical laws of heat. In much of my research I investigate 

questions involving both geometry (a square pan versus a circular pan) 

and the flow of heat (how the shape of the pan affects cooking with it). 

In some of my work, I team up with researchers from other 

disciplines. One such ongoing project is with Professor Susanne 

Menden-Deuer, an oceanographer from Rhode Island. Her main 

research interest is plankton, the tiny little micro-organisms which 

live in both fresh and salt water. Plankton are key to the survival of 

our planet, so it is really important to understand them. Susanne and 

I are working to create new, more accurate mathematical models to 

describe how plankton swim and compete for nutrients. 

WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES OR 

QUESTIONS FACING YOUR FIELD?

Many of the most important mathematical equations from physics 

are elusive. Mathematicians can prove general facts about the 

solutions of these equations, but obtaining more specific, concrete 

information is extremely difficult. To add to this challenge, we still 

don’t understand much of the physics itself! The classical laws of 

physics apply very well for objects at “classical scales”, that is things 

that you and I can observe with just our eyes. Einstein’s theory of 

relativity has been pretty good for “relativistic scales”, that is for 

describing the laws of physics for very large things like planets, the 

solar system, and galaxies. Things get a bit trickier at very small 

scales: quantum scales. Scientists have a few different ideas about 

what the laws of physics should be for quantum scales, and it’s not 

clear which ideas are correct. A further difficulty is that the laws of 

physics for quantum scales don’t really appear to fit with the laws of 

physics for classical and relativistic scales. 

I LIKE TO SAY THAT PHYSICS IS JUST MATHS 
WITH OTHER WORDS

A physicist may talk about energy states of quantum particles, 

whereas I would call these eigenvalues of a certain operator (I also like 

to joke that physics is just maths with cooler names for everything).

To return to the geometric side of my research interests, there 

are many natural, yet so-called “singular” geometries which exist in 

nature. For example, many coastlines are so jagged that they are 

“fractal”. What does this imply for the physics, like the propagation of 

waves and heat? There are many similar examples where we simply 

do not know how geometric features which are widely present in 

nature affect the laws and equations of physics. 
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WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER YOUR 

BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENT TO DATE?

Computing the incomputable. This 

may sound a bit weird, so let me 

get more down-to-earth. There 

are mysterious numbers which are 

responsible for many important physical 

phenomena including: the sounds 

caused by vibrations, the way waves 

travel, the flow of heat, and the energy 

of quantum particles. Important as they 

are, in general, we are unable to compute 

them exactly. These numbers are called 

eigenvalues, and they can be thought of 

as relatives of the mysterious number, 

pi. When we collect all the eigenvalues, 

this collection of numbers is called the 

spectrum. 

Together with my research partners, 

I have proven a small collection of 

results about these “incomputable 

numbers”. These results translate nicely 

into everyday terms. With Zhiqin Lu, we 

proved that “one can realistically hear 

the sound of symmetry”, in a certain 

sense. Later generalisations with Medet 

Nursultanov and David Sher, proved that 

“one can hear corners”. □

Associate Professor Julie Rowlett is 

an American researcher in the joint 

mathematics department of Chalmers 

University of Technology and the University 

of Gothenburg. The 2018 AMSI Winter 

School public lecturer, she was one of 

four lecturers at this year’s AMSI Winter 

School in the Mathematical Sciences
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By Joshua Ross ,  Andrew Black, Giang Nguyen , & Nigel Bean

A pplied Probability is the field of mathematics that seeks to 

understand processes in which chance plays a key role. Its 

origins can be traced to the study of games of chance in the 15th 

century, but it was the 18th century that witnessed the first applications 

to scientific problems.

In the past century, it has made significant contributions to many areas, such 

as the provisioning and operation of telecommunication networks, the modelling 

and control of epidemics, the pricing of derivatives in finance, and throughout 

optimisation and Bayesian statistics. 

 The scientific side of this workshop focused on mainstream applied probability. 

We heard from world-leading experts on applications to financial markets and the 

analysis of trading strategies, improved approximation methods for stochastic 

systems with reflecting boundaries, traffic modelling, Bitcoin, epidemics in 

structured populations, and efficient rare-event estimation, amongst many 

other topics. The vibrant interactions amongst researchers resulted in new 

research ideas and collaborations. Another key success of the workshop was in 

acknowledging the contributions of Professor Phil Pollett, on the occasion of his 

60th birthday. This was not only in recognition of his many scientific contributions, 

including to the topics of quasi-stationary distributions and asymptotic 

approximations, but his tremendous skills as a mentor for young applied 

probabilists in Australia.

New applications in applied probability in this decade have included healthcare 

systems, vehicle sharing, machine learning, and energy, to name a few. Recent 

breakthroughs include multilevel Monte Carlo methods, which allow for the 

estimation of a large class of expectations at an optimal convergence rate.

The recent trend in applied probability is the development of closer ties with 

data and algorithms/computation, in particular for statistical applications such as 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Further, these links between statistics and applied 

probability are also a consequence of the complexity of the processes being 

analysed. For example, in the more traditional industrial applications of queueing 

theory, it was obvious how many servers there were, and it was easy to fit 

distributions to the clearly defined service and arrival processes. Recent moves 

into healthcare, for example, challenge these basic assumptions. In a hospital, 

it is clear that the patients are the customers. But, are the beds, the doctors, 

the nurses or the treatments the servers? How many servers are there, and how 

do they interact? Together, these mean that novel and sophisticated statistical 

techniques are required. 

With applied probability informing and exploiting developments in statistics 

and computation, and also with strong links to the burgeoning field of machine 

learning, this trend is likely to continue. Also, the rapid advances in biology, in 

particular in the field of genetics, suggests that more biological applications 

will arise in the future. See Stochastic Models of Major Transitions for a recent 

biological case study. □

PROFESSOR PHIL POLLETT 

As a Professor of Mathematics 

at the University of Queensland 

and a Chief Investigator at the 

ARC Centre of Excellence for 

Mathematical and Statistical 

Frontiers, Phil Pollett is a 

leader in the field of applied 

probability in Australia. 

Phil holds an honours 

degree in applied mathematics from the University of 

Adelaide, and a PhD degree in applied probability from the 

University of Cambridge, where he was a student under 

Professor Frank Kelly, FRS, CBE. Following positions at the 

University of Adelaide, Murdoch University and the University 

of Wales College of Cardiff, he joined the University of 

Queensland as a Senior Lecturer in 1987, and became a full 

Professor there in 2004. 

 His research is recognised internationally for significant 

contributions to Markov process theory, and mathematical 

modelling of complex systems in population biology, 

ecology, chemical kinetics and telecommunications. This 

research has been supported by twelve ARC Discovery/

Linkage grants. In 1993 he was awarded the Moran Medal 

by the Australian Academy of Science for distinguished 

research in applied probability.

I WAS QUITE TAKEN ABACK BY THE 
APPARENT INFLUENCE I HAVE HAD 
ON PEOPLE. I DIDN’T QUITE REALISE 
IT UNTIL I HEARD THE WORDS THAT 
WERE SAID ABOUT ME AND WHAT 
AN IMPACT I HAVE MADE. SINCE THE 
CONFERENCE I’VE BEEN REFLECTING 
QUITE A LOT ON THAT

Phil conceived of and developed the Probability Web, 

recognised as the main web resource for probabilists 

throughout the world, and one of the first academic websites. 

He has published more than 150 journal articles and technical 

reports, and has guided the development of many honours 

students, postgraduate students and postdoctoral fellows 

through supervision and collaboration.

APPLIED PROBABILITY AT THE ROCK
New Applications to Modern Problems
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CASE STUDY: STOCHASTIC MODELS 
OF MAJOR TRANSITIONS

Applied probability and stochastic modelling has a long history of applications 

in ecology and evolution. Indeed, Darwinian natural selection can only be 

understood properly as a process driven by randomness.

One current application of stochastic modelling is to under stand the evolution 

of early multicellular entities from unicellular ancestors. This is known as a 

major transition, a process that leads to the creation of a new level of biological 

organisation. The fundamental problem is to understand how the earliest groups of 

cells came to possess the properties needed for them to take part in the process 

of Darwinian evolution by natural selection. Unlike in more standard evolutionary 

models, we cannot just assume that the groups already have these properties, as 

this would be invoking the very things we need to explain.

One particular model assumes the environment plays a key role in starting this 

process. In effect, a very particular ecological environment can lead to groups 

forming with Darwinian properties. For example, the environment might be 

divided into patches, and individual cells reproduce and die within a patch, while 

regular dispersal events create new generations of patches. From a modelling 

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

PROFESSOR FRANK KELLY 

Frank Kelly is Professor of the Mathematics of Systems at the 

University of Cambridge. Elected a Fellow of the Royal Society 

in 1989, and a Foreign Member of the National Academy of 

Engineering in 2012, he was awarded a CBE for services to 

mathematical sciences in 2013.

His main research interests are in random processes, 

networks and optimisation. He is especially interested in 

applications to the design and control of networks, and to the 

understanding of self-regulation in large-scale systems.

PROFESSOR ANDREW BARBOUR 

Andrew Barbour is a Professor of Mathematics at the University 

of Zurich’s Institute for Mathematics and is an Honorary 

Professor at the University of Melbourne. He is internationally 

renowned for his contributions to applied probability, in 

particular in asymptotic approximations, approximation by 

Stein’s method, combinatorial probability, and applications in 

mathematical biology, in particular epidemiology and ecology. 

PROFESSOR RUTH WILLIAMS 

Ruth Williams holds the Charles Lee Powell Chair in 

Mathematics at the University of California, San Diego. An 

inaugural Fellow of the American Mathematical Society, she 

has received many honours over the course of her career. Most 

recently, in 2016, Williams was awarded the John von Neumann 

Theory Prize by the Institute for Operations Research and the 

Management Sciences, jointly with Martin I. Reiman.

Her current research includes the study of stochastic 

models of complex networks, for example, those arising in 

Internet congestion control and systems biology. 

PROFESSOR ERIK VAN DOORN 

Erik van Doorn, a Professor at the University of Twente 

in the Netherlands, has made significant contributions in 

stochastic processes. He is world-renowned for his work on 

quasi-stationary distributions and birth-death processes, often 

involving orthogonal polynomials.

The Applied Probability conference was held at Ayers Rock Resort in 

April 2017, for more information see maths.adelaide.edu.au/APatR 

The authors are all based at the University of Adelaide

Figure 1 shows part of a genealogy that results from this process. The areas of the circles represent 
the proportion of cells of different types and lighter colours indicate slower growth rates.

perspective, this is a difficult problem because it is a multi-level process, with 

three corresponding distinct time-scales: at the cell level, the patch/group level, 

and finally the level of the population of patches. The evolutionary dynamics that 

we wish to study happen over the longest time-scale, or many generations of 

patches. We can exploit separation in time-scales between individual cell growth 

and mutation events to derive an approximation for the within-patch dynamics that 

allows us to make some progress.

We employ a piece-wise deterministic approximation; this means that the time 

of mutation events is stochastic, but the growth dynamics within the patch are 

deterministic. This allows us to model the process of generating mutants as a 

non-homogeneous Poisson process (the rate depends on time, rather than being 

constant). This model can be solved via a set of ordinary differential equations, 

which is much more efficient than estimating the full stochastic dynamics via 

simulation. The figure below shows a sample genealogy that can be computed 

with this model. Because the model is mechanistic we can track both the cell and 

patch genealogies and track how the fitness of both evolve with time.
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